Making the case for physical activity
This document provides an overview of the best available evidence on health and wellbeing outcomes that are directly affected by physical activity. Its primary purpose is to provide a reference point for physical activity practitioners, commissioners and policy makers who are looking for evidenced based facts to demonstrate the importance of including physical activity programmes and policies in their work.
Making physical activity a priority

Evidence Briefing

Introduction

Physical inactivity is known to be the fourth leading cause of global mortality. Many of the leading causes of ill health in today’s society, such as coronary heart disease, cancer and type 2 diabetes, could be prevented if more inactive people were to become active (1). In the UK, the incidence of non-communicable disease which can be attributed to physical inactivity includes:

- 10.5% of coronary heart disease cases
- 18.7% of colon cancer cases
- 17.9% of breast cancer cases
- 13.0% of type 2 diabetes cases
- 16.9% of premature all-cause mortality (2).

In addition to reducing premature death and the incidence of disease, participating in physical activity also has benefits for mental health, quality of life and wellbeing and maintaining independent living in older age. It can also play a key role in reducing health and social inequalities (3). As a result of this wide-reaching impact, physical activity has been described as the ‘best buy in public health’ (4).

Physical inactivity also has a significant burden on healthcare costs and the economy. In 2006/2007, £900 million was spent in the UK on ill health related to physical inactivity (5). The cost owing to physical inactivity for different diseases was:

- £117 million (stroke)
- £542 million (heart disease)
- £65 million (colorectal cancer)
- £54 million (breast cancer)
- £158 million (type 2 diabetes) (5).

Key term – Physical activity
Physical activity is described as any body movement produced by the skeletal muscles that results in a substantial increase over resting energy expenditure (9). Examples of physical activity include play, lifestyle activities such as walking and cycling (active transport), sport and recreational activities, household chores and gardening.

Key term – Physical inactivity
Physical inactivity is described as doing no or very little physical activity at work, at home, for transport or during discretionary time and not reaching physical activity guidelines deemed necessary to benefit public health (10).
Furthermore, ill-health of working age individuals (aged 16-64 years) can cost the government between £62 and £72 billion pounds and have a total economic impact of £103 to £129 billion each year (2007 data) (6).

In July 2011 the Chief Medical Officers (CMOs) from England, Northern Ireland, Scotland and Wales launched Start active, stay active, a joint report on physical activity which included guidelines for participation in physical activity across the life course (7). These guidelines provide recommendations on levels of physical activity which best support population level changes in health. Despite the well reported health and economic benefits of physical activity, levels of participation in the UK are currently very low in both children and adults; for example, fewer than 40% of men and fewer than 30% of women meeting the recommended guidelines across England, Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland (8). Action and investment is urgently needed to increase population levels of physical activity in the UK in order to reap the wide reaching health, social and economic benefits.

Key Term - non-communicable disease
A non-communicable disease is a medical condition or disease which is not contagious and is non-transmissible among people.
Preventing ill health and reducing the number of people dying prematurely

The benefits of participating in physical activity for preventing premature death from all causes and reducing the incidence of non-communicable diseases such as cardiovascular disease, hypertension, type 2 diabetes, obesity, cancer, liver disease and osteoporosis have been well reported. It is important to note the impact of physical activity is not exclusively linked to a specific condition or disease but can positively impact on a variety of conditions/risk factors simultaneously. Key facts relating to increased physical activity participation and the potential reduction in population incidence or risk of developing these diseases are summarised below.

Cardiovascular disease
- Cardiovascular disease (CVD) includes the diseases of the heart and circulation including coronary heart disease (CHD) and stroke.
- Being physically active can decrease the risk of CVD by 33% (11).

Stroke
- In the UK, if all inactive people were to become active, 12% of stroke cases could potentially be prevented (9).
- Being physically active can decrease the risk of stroke by 31% (11).
- Higher levels of leisure-time physical activity promote a greater reduction in the risk of stroke in both men (29%) and women (22%) compared to low levels of leisure-time physical activity (12).

Coronary heart disease
- With the removal of physical inactivity from the population an estimated 121,000 deaths from CHD could have been averted in Europe in 2008 (9).
- 6% of the burden of CHD worldwide could be eliminated if all inactive people became active (2).
- In the UK, if all inactive people were to become active, 10.5% of CHD cases could potentially be prevented (2).
- Evidence indicates even small amounts of physical activity are associated with lower CVD-related mortality. For example, participation in:
  - 150 minutes of moderate physical activity a week decreases the risk of CHD by 14% (13)
  - 300 minutes of moderate physical activity a week decreases the risk of CHD by 20% (13).
- Higher levels of leisure-time physical activity promote a greater reduction in risk of CHD in both men (21%) and women (29%) compared to low levels of leisure-time physical activity (12).

High blood pressure (hypertension)
- Adults who are physically inactive have a 30% higher risk of hypertension than active adults (11).
- It has been estimated that even a 2mmHg decrease in systolic blood pressure within a population would decrease mortality from:
  - stroke by 6%
  - CHD by 5%
  - all causes by 3% (14).
- In adults, evidence demonstrates that aerobic exercise may lower resting blood pressure by:
  - 6.9/4.9mmHg (systolic/diastolic) in high blood pressure groups
  - 1.9/1.6mmHg (systolic/diastolic) in normal blood pressure groups (14).
- Evidence suggests resistance training may lower diastolic blood pressure by 3.5mmHg, but no significant changes have been noted in changes in systolic blood pressure (14).
**Type 2 diabetes**
- Physical inactivity is estimated to be the main cause of 27% of recorded cases of type 2 diabetes worldwide (1).
- 7% of the worldwide burden of type 2 diabetes could be eliminated if all inactive people became active (2).
- In the UK, if all inactive people were to become active, 13% of type 2 diabetes cases could potentially be prevented (2).
- In adults already diagnosed with type 2 diabetes, physical activity can help maintain glycaemic control which may reduce the risk of diabetes complications (19).

**Obesity**
- Beginning at a young age, physical activity is an essential component for energy balance and weight control (16).
- In children aged 0-5 years, lower levels of physical activity are associated with increased levels of obesity (17).
- Evidence suggests overweight or obese children tend to be less active, have less developed fundamental movement skills, have lower health-related fitness and have an increased risk of cardiovascular and metabolic diseases, eg, diabetes, than their normal weight counterparts (18). However, it is difficult to determine a cause and effect relationship between obesity and physical activity in children.
- Men and women who are more physically active tend to have lower BMIs and smaller waist circumferences (19, 20).
- Severely obese individuals (35+ body mass index - BMI) who do no leisure time physical activity may lose 7.2 years of life compared to a normal weight individual (18.5 to 24.9 BMI) who meet the physical activity recommendations (21).
Cancer prevention and management

- Physical inactivity is estimated to be the main cause of 21-25% of cases of breast and colon cancer (22).

- 10% of the worldwide burden of both breast and colon cancers could be eliminated if all inactive people became active (2).

- In the UK, if all inactive people were to become active, 18.7% of all colon cancer cases and 17.9% of all breast cancer cases could potentially be prevented (2).

- Those who are physically active have a lower risk of developing certain types of cancer than their inactive counterparts:
  - 20-30% lower risk of developing colon cancer (11, 23)
  - 27% lower risk of developing endometrial cancer (24)
  - 20-40% lower risk of developing breast cancer (11).

- Evidence suggests cancer survivors who participate in regular physical activity can help reduce their risk of cancer specific mortality and reoccurrence by:
  - 50% in those surviving colorectal cancer
  - 30% in those surviving prostate cancer
  - 40% in those surviving breast cancer (25).

- Individuals with higher levels of physical activity have a 30% risk reduction for developing lung cancer than those with lower levels of physical activity. Similarly those with moderate levels of physical activity have a 21% risk reduction compared to those with lower physical activity levels (26).

- Emerging evidence suggests being physically active throughout cancer treatment and during remission has positive effects on health and wellbeing including:
  - improvements in physical function
  - lower feelings of fatigue
  - improvements in quality of life scores
  - reduction in body fat
  - preservation of bone mineral density (25).

Liver disease

- Emerging evidence suggests physical activity and exercise can play a valuable part in reducing liver fat and in managing patients with fatty liver disorder (27, 28).

- There is modest evidence that the effects of physical activity on liver fat are independent of weight loss (27, 28).

Osteoporosis

- Habitually inactive individuals are 1.59 times more likely than active individuals to develop osteoporosis (11).

- Weight bearing activities in the early stages of puberty allow for peak bone mineral density accrual which may help protect against fractures in later life (29).
In pre-menopausal women, high impact exercise, such as hopping, has the potential to bring about a 3.6% to 6.4% decrease in the risk of hip fracture (30).

There is evidence that post-menopausal women who are active are likely to have 0.85% to 3.2% less spinal bone loss and 1.03% bone loss at the hip than those who are inactive (31).

Reducing risk of premature all-cause mortality

In the UK, if all inactive people were to become active, 16.9% of premature deaths from all causes could potentially be prevented (2).

If physical inactivity were to be eliminated from the UK population, the median life expectancy would increase by 1.07 years (ranging from 0.85 to 1.29 years) (2).

Regardless of BMI or weight, activity levels have the potential to impact on life expectancy. For example:

- Individuals classified as active but overweight (25 to 29.9 BMI) have the same life expectancy as active and normal weight individuals.
- Normal weight but inactive individuals may have 3.1 fewer years of life compared to obese (30 to 34.9 BMI) but active individuals (21).
Enhancing mental health, quality of life and self-reported wellbeing

Health-related quality of life refers specifically to an individual’s perception of their health and wellbeing. It incorporates measures of an individual’s physical, mental, functional, social and emotional status. Physical activity can play an important role in helping to enhance multiple indicators within this quality of life measure.

Children and adolescents
- Participation in physical activity has been shown to be effective for reducing:
  - depression
  - anxiety
  - psychological distress
  - emotional disturbance (19).
- Physical activity participation can significantly enhance self-esteem (32) and self-concept (33).

Adults
- On average, active adults have a 30% lower chance of feeling distressed or a 30% higher chance of enhanced wellbeing than inactive adults (19).
- Physically active adults have a 20-30% lower risk of depression, distress and dementia (19).
- There is some evidence that physical activity improves sleep (19).

Older adults
- Being physically active in later life can help enhance quality of life by improving:
  - mental wellbeing
  - cognitive and emotional functioning
  - psychological wellbeing
  - satisfaction with life (and decreasing loneliness)
  - mood
  - physical functioning (24).
- Levels of physical activity are inversely associated with levels of depression in both healthy older adults and those already diagnosed with clinical depression (34).
- Physically fit older adults have better cognitive functioning than those who are unfit (34).
- In older adults without dementia, exercise significantly improves memory, attention and processing speed (35).
- Older adults who participate in high levels of physical activity have a 38% reduced risk of cognitive decline and those with low-to-moderate levels of physical activity have a 35% reduced risk of cognitive decline compared to sedentary individuals (36).

Special populations
- In those with osteoarthritis, physical activity can provide significant improvements in pain, physical function and mental health (19).
- In cancer survivors physical activity, particularly walking, is linked with improved quality of life both during and after treatment (19).
- In those with mental health conditions, physical activity may not only reduce the onset or progression of these conditions but may also reduce the negative impact of these conditions on quality of life, self-esteem and feelings of fatigue (19).
Delaying the need for care in older adults (age 65+)

Worldwide, the number of adults in the population aged 65 and older is growing rapidly. In the UK, the fastest growing age group in the entire population is those aged 85 years and over, i.e., the ‘oldest old’. With continual growth over the last 25 years, this population group reached 1.3 million in 2007, meaning that today those aged 85 and over represents 2.1% of the total population of the UK (37). Due to the rising cost of care and the impact the loss of autonomy can have on mental wellbeing, it is important to ensure older adults stay independent for as long as possible.

Reducing falls and falls related injuries
- By being physically active on a regular basis, older adults have a 30-50% lower risk of developing functional limitations (19, 38).
- There is a dose-response relationship between physical activity and hip fracture risk, meaning the more physical activity people do the less their risk of suffering a hip fracture. Individuals doing the greatest amounts of moderate physical activity may experience a 36-68% reduction in the risk of a hip fracture (19).

Supporting independent living
- Decline in functional status is a contributing factor to admissions to residential and nursing care homes (39).
- Risk factors for decline in functional status include:
  - depression
  - cognitive impairment
  - functional limitations, e.g., falls, reduced extremity performance
  - low levels of social activity
  - social contact (39).
- Physical activity can reduce the decline in functional status by enabling older adults to continue performing tasks of daily living, delaying the decline in cognitive function and providing a medium for social interaction (34).

Dementia
- Physical activity can help delay the onset of cognitive decline experienced with old age and delay the development of dementia (19).
- In individuals who have already experienced mental decline, physical activity can help improve aspects of cognitive function and reduce symptoms of dementia (19).
- Exercise has demonstrated significant cognitive benefits even in those with mild cognitive impairment or dementia (35).
- There is currently insufficient evidence on the benefits of physical activity on quality of life and depression in older adults with dementia (40).
- Physical activity has been found to have a positive effect on basic activities of daily living and physical functioning in older adults with all stages of dementia (41).
Reducing health inequalities and improving wider factors of health and wellbeing

The Marmot Review (2010) highlighted current health and social inequalities across England and recommended policy objectives, such as healthy standard of living, fair work for all and giving children the best start in life, to help reduce inequalities across the life course (42). The role physical activity can play in reducing some of these health inequalities is summarised below.

Social inequalities
There is known to be a social gradient associated with healthy lifestyles, including levels of physical activity, with those in higher socio-economic groups experiencing healthier and longer lives than those in more deprived areas. If health inequalities were reduced:

- 285 million years of healthy life could be gained if everyone experienced the same rates of illness, disability and death seen in the 10% of the least deprived areas (42).
- 2.3 million years of life could be saved and 67,000 fewer deaths experienced in the working age group (age 30 to 59) if the mortality rates from other classes were the same as that of the ‘higher managerial and professional’ class (42).

Giving children the best start in life and maximising their potential

- During infancy, physical activity can have a positive impact on motor skills and cognitive development (43).
- In pre-schoolers, physical activity is associated with improved measures of psychosocial health and motor skills development (43).
- While there is limited evidence about how well physical activity levels during childhood relates to physical activity levels during adulthood, it is still important to promote healthy behaviours throughout the early years, childhood and adolescences (44, 45).
Providing adults with opportunities for improving health at work

- Workplace physical activity programmes can reduce absenteeism due to sickness, increase work attendance, reduce job stress and decrease use of the healthcare system (46).
- Programmes which include both a physical activity and nutrition element have been found to be effective at reducing body weight, cholesterol levels and CVD risk (47).

Healthy communities

- Participation in sporting activities as a youth is linked with increased involvement in the community at all stages of adulthood (48).
- Grassroots sports have been shown to forge community spirit during social hardships (49).
- Aside from the social benefits of physical activity, access to community spaces, eg, green space, has a positive effect on health related outcomes such as CVD risk factors, type 2 diabetes and premature mortality (50).
- People who live closer to parks and have a variety of green space options close by tend to participate in more physical activity (50).
- In older adults, positive social benefits have been reported from exercise interventions including increases in satisfaction with life and a reduction in loneliness (34).
- In older adults, natural spaces for social contact, eg, parks and green spaces and urban designs which encourage people to walk more, also provides ‘eyes on the street’ and reduces fear of crime and actual crime. Mixed land use, public spaces, residential density and interesting places to go increases social connectivity such as knowing and trusting others/neighbours (51).

For more information relating to physical activity and health, visit www.bhfactive.org.uk
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Keep up-to-date
Our bi-monthly updates bring the latest developments in physical activity and health straight to your inbox and feature all the latest resources and publications, funding opportunities, conferences, events and much more.

Sign-up to our database - It’s FREE!
To receive our bi-monthly physical activity update and information about other resources like this evidence briefing subscribe to the free BHFNC database at www.bhfactive.org.uk/subscribe-to-database

Follow us on Twitter
You can also keep up-to-date on the latest news by following us on Twitter. Follow us on @BHFactive

Got a burning question?
Do you have a physical activity query you need an answer to? Our helpline may be able to help.
Get in touch on 01509 226421 or email bhfnc@lboro.ac.uk